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A rare case of laparoscopic repair of incarcerated femoral hernia in 

patient of rheumatic heart disease with double valve replacement  
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INTRODUCTION 

Presentation of femoral hernia are very rare compared to 

inguinal hernia. Mostly an acquired condition, often 

associated with incarceration or strangulation. More 

common in females.1 The fundamental aetiology of 

femoral hernias is an enlarged femoral ring. 

The lacuna vasorum increases in size in both sexes from 

birth to old age. This may account for the increased 

incidence in elderly patients. The lacuna musculorum 

decreases in size with age, possibly explaining the 

comparatively increased incidence in elderly men.  

Theories on the cause of femoral hernias include the 

existence of a congenital preformed sac, an acquired 

aetiology and anatomical variations of the femoral canal 

together with acquired aetiological factors.2 Laparoscopic 

approach for repair of femoral hernia is gaining 

popularity and has lower recurrence rates, lower post-op 

pain and shorter stay. The conflict of laparoscopic hernia 

repair over the open approach is the added cost of 

procedure and that a general anaesthesia is almost always 

necessary.  

The principal reasons for the long learning curve in 

laparoscopic hernia repair are the surgeon’s lack of 

familiarity with the preperitoneal anatomy and the time it 

takes to develop the skills to operate in a confined space.3 

CASE REPORT 

A 65 year female presented with buldge over left femoral 

region. No acute abdomen or signs of SAIO. Known high 

risk case of Rheumatic Heart Disease and had underwent 

Double Valve Replacement in recent past. We planned 

for laparoscopic repair. Total laparoscopoic 

extraperitoneal repair with meshplasty was done under 
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GA with operating time under 1 hour. Patient had a faster 

recovery and was discharged after 1 day. In follow up, 

patient had no further issue. 

 

Figure 1: Femoral hernia being reduced medial to the 

round ligament. 

 

Figure 2: Complete reduction of femoral sac. 

 

Figure 3: Mesh covering the femoral defect and the 

inguinal orifice as well. 

DISCUSSION 

Femoral hernias account for less than 5% of all hernias, 

occur just below the inguinal ligament, when abdominal 

contents pass through a naturally occurring weakness 

called the femoral canal. The etiology of femoral hernia 

has been controversial, the acquired theory is widely 

accepted, however, the true cause of femoral hernia is not 

known.4 

They are more common in females because of the wider 

pelvis and are more common in multiparous females. An 

enlarged femoral ring is thought to be the cause of the 

femoral hernia. Elevated intra-abdominal pressure caused 

by constipation, bronchitis, and pregnancy is considered 

to be the prime etiologic factor.5 

Clinically a small irreducible soft mass is palpated means 

that incarceration of the hernia sac is present. Making the 

diagnosis become even more difficult when the femoral 

hernia sac is large, it frequently turns upwards and 

mimics an inguinal hernia. Strangulation also occurs 

more frequently in femoral hernia than the inguinal 

hernia and causes acute abdominal pain and small bowel 

obstruction. Richter’s hernia sometimes occurs in femoral 

hernia and strangulation of the small intestine usually 

follows. It is difficult to make an early diagnosis of 

Richter’s hernia before the necrosis of the strangulated 

small intestine begins.6 

Lockwood’s infra-inguinal approach, Lotheissen’s trans-

inguinal approach and McEvedy’s high approach are the 

three approaches of repair in open surgery. Lockwood’s 

approach is the chosen method for elective repair and 

McEvedy’s approach is preferred in the emergency 

setting when strangulation is suspected as this allows 

better access for visualisation of bowel and possible 

resection if needed.7 

Laparoscopic repair involves the extraperitoneal (TEP) or 

transabdominal preperitoneal (TAPP) approach. While 

there is good evidence for this method of repair it is still 

not the standard of care as it involves more time and 

laparoscopic skills. The advantages are a lower 

recurrence, superior mesh fixation, lower post-op pain 

and shorter stay.8 

In high risk patients and Emergency, still open repair is 

preferred over laparoscopic repair, the conflict measures 

are there among surgeons. Our experience makes believe 

that even in high risk patients, laparoscopic repair can be 

taken with all preoperative preparations on mind. 

Although the operating time in high risk patients has to 

be kept less, thus laparoscopic repair demands long 

learning curve for surgeons.9 

For any operation there are risks, and in particular there is 

a risk of infection, bleeding and injury. The overall risk 

of major complications is less than 1%. The specific risks 

in laparoscopic hernia repair are bleeding and injury to 

abdominal structures or organs. Surgery is required 

generally to repair these, and sometimes extensive 

surgery. The risks of the surgery are greater if there is 

scar tissue from previous surgery or conditions that have 

resulted in the matting down of adjacent structures. The 
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most common outcome is no complications or a minor 

problem that will pass such as wound infection.10 

CONCLUSION 

Laparoscopic repair for femoral hernia should be 

preferred instead of conventional open repair for its lower 

recurrence rates and faster recovery, although it requires a 

learning curve for surgeon. 
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